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Centerfield Technology, in conjunction with Databeam, is releasing two innovative database tools for
the iSeries community.
The first, dataCapture, allows administrators to easily and efficiently audit changes to files and run
graphical reports. Within minutes of downloading the software, it can be configured and transactions
analyzed. The flexible reporting built into dataCapure allows iSeries users to answer questions like:





Which user changed order number “39920A” since it was entered into the system?
Was the file F0911 changed by someone using Interactive SQL? If so when did it happen and
who made the change?
How many new orders came in during the last 2 days?
Which program has been deleting product descriptions?

The second product, dataAlert, builds on the capabilities of dataCapture to proactively inform business
users of important events. Created to be simple to install and use, dataAlert enables IT to provide realtime data to internal or external customers. With dataAlert, IT can show immediate and highly visible
value to business processes that need information in real time. Alerts are simple to set up and can be
personalized so you get the information you want and nothing more. Applications for dataAlert:




Email the sales manager every time a sales opportunity takes a step forward.
Send an email to the support manager every time a key customer opens a support ticket in the
CRM system.
Inform the purchasing department when the inventory for a particular part drops below a predefined threshold.

Centerfield is offering dataCapture free of charge. For companies that desire it, Centerfield will offer
phone and email support for a modest annual fee. There is a fee for dataAlert.

“We are excited to continue Centerfield’s tradition of helping iSeries customers get the most out of their
applications and DB2. Both dataCapture and dataAlert will enable IT to leverage existing applications in
some very innovative ways to deliver value to their customers.” Aaron Hasley, Senior Developer at
Centerfield.
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